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FUNCTIONALITIES OF THE QUICKSTER
- Battery status
- Wifi
- Bluetooth
- Search engine
- Calculator
- Sound settings
- Airplane mode
- Flash light
- Email
- Facebook

SPASH SCREEN
Welcome To My Very First App... :) :) :)
Abhishek Chawla

MAIN SCREEN
- When the user will open the application, the name of the connected wifi will be displayed in a TOAST message.
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and autorotation are currently switched on!!

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and autorotation are currently switched off!!

Battery is low and charger is not plugged in!!
BATTERY IS LOW AND CHARGER IS PLUGGED IN!!

CHARGER PLUGGED IN!!

WIFI SETTINGS

BLUETOOTH SETTINGS
**GOOGLE IT**
- If the user needs to search then google It.
- Google home page will open.

**CALCULATOR**

**SOUND SETTINGS**

**AIRPLANE MODE**
The system will ask how to complete the action.

Send Email.